The Invocative Affirmation.
The word formula that follows, is a program to help you now to have a major asset needed
to help you massively to materialize what you want in all 12 areas of your life. If you would
like this asset, memorize the words. Memorizing it is the method that works the best to
insert this formula into your brain, and activate it so that your body will do what it says,
thus enhancing your experience of being in the world now. Experiencing the activation of
these words, in your life, can be a great asset for you, and a tremendous pleasure and
happiness can arise from doing this.

I have a fully realized empowering relationship with the true spiritual being
that I am, and the ALL that is, and the spiritual being that is my forever lover,
in every place and time. From this that I am emanates my great timing, great
positioning, great direction, and every expression of my great personal being.
I am now interacting favorably and lovingly from my being in all situations so
that now materialized is the best of my desires and imaginations in harmony
with the ALL That IS, and my forever lover.
The all powerful and loving intelligence that IS and the loving intelligence
that I am, and the loving intelligence that my forever lover is, are ultrafunctionally harmonized with each other knowing the true nature of all
phenomena and the genuine course of all events.
From my core, in relationship with ALL that IS and my forever lover I sense
and know clearly the levels of truth in all which concerns me. With completely
accurate holistic perceptions I sense the whole truth regarding the future
development of all situations. The nature of these perceptions is absolutely
reliable.
Hence, I take the correct action in all circumstances, or I refrain from action,
according to my proven effective intelligence so that always now materialized
is all that I desire and imagine to have and do and be. Absolute knowing is
evident in the results that I experience.
Absolute attunement to the true being that I am, the true being that is my
forever lover, and the absolute source of ALL That IS empowers me
absolutely.
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The Invocative Affirmation Alternate Version (choose either this version
or the one above. We do not recommend memorizing both. Choose the
one you feel most attracted to.)
Memorize the following words and you will find that your ability will increase
to know the future, and to know what to do about it. We realize that
memorizing is a bit of work, but don’t you th ink the results are worth it?

I am developing an empowering relationship with the guiding force field
which guides the development of all,
and in doing so my sense of timing and correct reaction as regards all
situations becomes evermore reliable and evident.
This all powerful intelligence informs me of the true nature of all
phenomena and the genuine course of all events.
From my core, I sense and know clearly the levels of truth in all which
concerns me, and with completely accurate holistic perceptions I sense the
whole truth regarding the future development of all situations... the nature of
these perceptions is absolutely reliable.
Hence, I sense the correct action to take in all circumstances. This
absolute knowing is evident in all I am, as every action resonates dynamic
potency.
Absolute attunement to this absolute source empowers me absolutely.
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Special notes:
A memorizing tip that worked well for me, is start memorizing the last
sentence first. Then work your way backwards, so that you are building up
from the bottom so to speak, instead of starting and that top and
working down. For some reason this makes the memorizing very easy.
Personally, I have been using this affirmation, and an earlier version of it, for
over 10 years. It works very well for me. One thing it helped me to do was
develop the ability to trade stock market futures professionally. It is very
potent affirmation.
I hope that you get excellent results. It is essential that you memorize the
affirmation, for some reason that seems to unlock its magical power.
Yours Truly,
-JoreJj Z. Elprehzleinn347-284-6658

p.s. The Invocative Affirmation is a core component of Life Transformation
System A-Z, which may be the world’s most sophisticated, concise, effective,
and easy to apply method for using your mind power in a positive manner.
Life Transformation System A-Z is a package of products you can order now at
this link, or by visiting my site www.MagicalMindPower.com
I spent many years putting together and testing this method and it works. You
can transform the life you have now into the life you imagine is better. The
complete Life Transformation System A-Z package helps you do this with a 7
part e-book with exercises, an interactive software workbook, personalized
destiny reports, the Life Transformation Audio File, and access to our
complete subliminal audio library. I recommend that if you would like to
experience your own ability to transform your life in any area into what you
imagine is better that you get the full package today.
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